Epithelial polarity--generating and integrating signals from the ECM with integrins.
Epithelial cells are important building blocks of most tissues and the corner stone of tissue architectures that allow directional transport of nutrients, ions and waste products in and out of the body. In tissues composed of millions of cells every individual cell needs to make right decisions when to differentiate, migrate, divide or die. Tight control of such fundamental cell-level processes ensures proper tissue morphogenesis, homeostasis and function. Cellular decisions are guided by biochemical and mechanical cues from their immediate microenvironment that consists of the extracellular matrix (ECM), neighboring cells and soluble factors. Generation of two distinct surfaces one facing the outside world (the apical domain) and the other contacting the neighboring cells and basal ECM (basolateral domain) is the most fundamental property of epithelial cells. The cues from the ECM are of particular importance in this process and communication between the cells and the ECM is largely mediated by transmembrane ECM receptors. Integrins constitute the largest family of such receptors binding to the ECM. Integrins have been shown to be essential for the establishment of initial polarity cues that define the position of the basal domain and thereby govern the orientation of the forming apico-basal axis. In this review I will discuss the multifaceted roles of integrins in epithelial cells with a particular focus on recent developments unveiling the specific functions of the different integrin heterodimers in regulating epithelial cell polarization and morphogenesis.